Although thought to be obsolete when Japan entered the war, the Aichi D3A with fixed spatted landing gear was the first Japanese aircraft to drop bombs on American targets when aircraft of this type took part in the great raid on Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941. Designed to a 1936 carrier-based dive-bomber requirement, the prototype was flown in January 1939 with a 530kW Nakajima Hikari 1 radial. Production D3A (Val) aircraft had slightly smaller wings and were powered by the 745kW Mitsubishi Kinsei 43 radial. Aichi D3a2 Val Related Keywords - Aichi D3a2 Val Long Tail. 1223 x 478 jpeg 58kB. imodeler.com. 1/48 Hasegawa Aichi D3A "Val" from the IJN Carrier 1024 x 768 jpeg 41kB. www.pinterest.com. Aichi D3A "Val" Divebomber Like the German ju 87 Stuka. 1600 x 1067 jpeg 78kB. www.thaifighterclub.com. Aichi D3A(Val) | Thaifighterclub.com : เว็บข่าวนารถกองทัพบก. 1128 x 900 jpeg 125kB. wp.scn.ru. WINGS PALETTE - Aichi D3A Val - Japan. 600 x 244 png 27kB. www.pilotfriend.com. Aichi D3A Val. 500 x 217 gif 38kB.